
King Claudius, the Mad Titan

What is the cost of a power-hungry obsession of a leader?

What is the price of being willing to kill your own brother for the sake of the throne?
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Man, people can get selfish. And I mean uber selfish. This isn’t about hogging the TV

remote or eating all of the food at your friend’s party, which I gotta say is something I do

all the time. It’s the all-I-care-about-is-me greed. People often seem considerate and act

for the better, but they’re actually just getting one step closer to their far-fetched goals

that may unintentionally hurt others.

For example, rowing is an exciting, high-intensity, and unique sport that requires

significant commitment and hard work. There’s both a land and water component. Most

of the painful work is done on the ergs (rowing machines) during land, while the water

practices are for the rowers to perfect their technique, where they work as one unit to

move the shell (boat) as fast and efficiently as possible. They must row synchronously

and collectively to stabilize the shell. Overall, it’s genuinely a blissful sport.

Yet, it’s also very messed up. Sure, athletes in all sports are competitive and want to be



titled “the best” while being in a team with a high chance of winning it all. But in rowing,

it's all about pulling a fast erg split (time), as well as getting a specific seat in the top

boat. Rowers constantly compare their splits to see where they stand and place

themselves in a hierarchy of the fittest and strongest. All for the sake of the highest

chance of getting recruited to the top-ranked colleges. Rowers may show support and

care for their teammates at times, but deep inside, their personal ambitions almost

always outweigh their willingness to assist their teammates in reaching success. A bunch

of James Hardens, if you ask me.

Now, I’m not dissing rowing by any means. I love the sport, but I’m disgusted by the

self-centeredness and the relentless fighting to seek a top spot. There’s often fantastic

teamwork on race day but damaging competitiveness during the days leading up to it.

Ironic, isn’t it? Everyone is just focused on themselves instead of the team. Just as King

Claudius fought for the highest rank of the throne in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. In oOne of

Shakespeare’s darkest plays, the main messages are centered around political

corruption, greed, ambition, love, and social status.

King Claudius deserves a big round of applause for

winning the Oscar for EVERY single one of these traits.

This award sure wasn’t “easy” to nominate.

I mean, Claudius just cares about himself in the entire

play, and he's basically “Thanos, the Mad Titan” but in

the Shakespeare Cinematic Universe. I’m sure

Claudius would love to use the Infinity Gauntlet and

the Infinity Stones to snap Hamlet from existence.

Enough of Thanos and Endgame. Time to discuss the actual play itself. The fact that the

play is ans are adaptations of history makes itthem far more interesting. For example,

Hamlet is a story that’s influenced by bloody Danish medieval history. We’ve now

entered the Dark era. Prepare yourselves.

There are many complex characters that you either love or hate. The fun thing about



Hamlet is that Shakespeare includes multiple points of view, giving us the liberty to

choose who we cheer for and don’t. In the beginning, Hamlet (the Prince of Denmark)

starts off in a depressed mood, not wanting to interact with people due to his father's

death. Thus, Claudius (King Hamlet's brother and Hamlet’s uncle) takes over the throne

due to blood lineage and instantly marries Queen Gertrude (Hamlet's mother). How

disgusting. Things don't get too intriguing until a ghost appears. Ooh, spooky. The spirit

looks just like Hamlet's father.

Continuous Greed and Personal Gain Inevitably Corrupt Individuals

The ghost secretly reveals that:

A serpent stung me. So the whole ear of Denmark

Is by a forgèd process of my death

Rankly abused. But know, thou noble youth,

The serpent that did sting thy father’s life

Now wears his crown (Shakespeare 1.5.43-47).

When the ghost states that “... [the] ear of Denmark / Is by a forgèd process of my death

/ Rankly abused,” it portrays that the innocent people of Denmark believe that King

Hamlet died from a natural death like aging or disease. What a joke. I can’t believe they

fell for this trash. The truth of his death was “forgèd,” or a big fat lie, and they were

“rankly abused.”

But Shakespeare is a clever genius given his creative way of revealing the mystery. He

introduces the ghost and doesn’t mention Claudius by name because he wants to create

suspense and increase the brutality of the harsh truth. Nonetheless, the symbolic

representation of Claudius as “the serpent that did sting [Hamlet’s] father’s life [who] /

Now wears his crown,” indicates who the culprit is. None other than sneaky King

Claudius himself.



Claudius, AKA the sinister and secret serpent (a far worse snake), injected poison into

King Hamlet when he was sleeping and vulnerable, stealing two things he cared deeply

about: the highest position in the throne and his brother’s beloved wife. Foul play.

Does anyone notice the biblical lens here? Imagine if Claudius were thrown into the

Bible and took the serpent’s role in deceiving and convincing Eve, AKA Queen Gertrude,

into eating the apple and betraying God. This is just like what happened in Hamlet.

That’s a wrap, folks.

But the serpent doesn’t stop there. Claudius lives up to Cobra Kai’s philosophy of

“STRIKE FIRST, STRIKE HARD, NO MERCY.” He strikes Hamlet, his next meaty prey.

One’s Fear of Safety and Reputation Begets Devastating Costs

Claudius only focuses on his life and thinks that Hamlet is a burden and a threat to his

power and position. When he realizes that Hamlet knows too much, he endeavors to

exile and kill him in hopes of concealing the cruel reality from Denmark. The King

exposes his true intentions:

I like him not, nor stands it safe with us

To let his madness range. (3.3.1-2)

It may appear that he’s getting rid of Hamlet for the

well-being of the people. But, it’s actually for his own

political safety. Hence, he uses the word “us,” implying that

Hamlet’s “madness” affects everyone, not just himself. This

would ensure that his reputation is clean and that he’s safe

from tumultuous revolts and bitterness from his society.

However, by concealing the murder, he’s degrading

Denmark by making the people think that their King wasn’t

murdered. As long as his fear is put to ease, the Mad Titan doesn’t



care about what others believe.

Doesn’t this scenario sound awfully familiar? It sure does. Disney's The Lion King is

basically Hamlet in a nutshell, where a brother kills a brother to gain the throne and

does whatever is necessary to sustain

that power. Scar kills Mufasa (the King

and his brother) by intentionally

setting up Simba (his nephew) into a

trap, a stampede of wildebeests. As a

result, Mufasa is killed, and Simba

leaves his home but later comes back

to overthrow and kill Scar. Just like

how King Claudius exiled Hamlet to

England and tried to kill him while he

was there, but Hamlet returned and fought with Laertes, eventually killing him and the

King. Achieving that revenge. The only difference is that Simba survives, but Hamlet

doesn’t.

This craziness also appears in the popular K-drama Squid Game. The worst Hunger

Games to exist. The talk of the town

today for teens. In the show, Cho

Sang-woo seems to be a wise,

friendly, and caring man. But only

later to be seen betraying his friends,

leaving them to die and rot. He

betrays Ali Abdul by switching the

marbles with stones when Ali clearly

won, kills Kang Sae-byeok, and fights

Seong Gi-Hun to the death to win the

grand prize of 45.6 billion won.

Therefore, when posed with imminent dangers like death, people often fall into "it's

every man for himself" and act inhumanely to protect and save their own lives. King



Claudius is just like Cho because he loses his moral compass and relationships, kills

anyone in his way, and lacks compassion. Making them both dangerous.

In the end, Claudius’ all-out greed leads to deadly consequences. In the climactic

moment, his scheme does not go as planned:

KING. Gertrude, do not drink.

QUEEN. I will, my lord; I pray you pardon me. [She drinks.]

KING, [aside]. It is the poisoned cup. It is too late (5.2.317-319).

The poisonous cup was for Hamlet, but his mother drank it, which was definitely not

part of the King’s scheme. What an absolute failure (F-).

This was the cause of the Mad Titan’s own death. After Hamlet finds out that Claudius

was the mastermind and was the reason for multiple unnecessary deaths, he forces his

uncle to drink the poison that killed his mother:

Here, thou incestuous, <murd’rous,> damnèd Dane,

Drink off this potion. Is <thy union> here?

[Forces him to drink the poison.]

Follow my mother <King dies.> (5.2.356-358).

Filled with bitter and hostile emotions like Macbeth, Hamlet achieves his desire by

finally killing his “incestuous, mudr’rous, damnèd” uncle. However, he also dies when

Claudius forces him to fence with Laertes. The characters that die are Claudius’ chess

pieces, where they’re easily disposable when the opponent (Hamlet) eliminates them

with his counters. Checkmate.

In the end, Hamlet saves Denmark from the atrocities of the King but, in doing so, faces

his demise.

The effects of human greed are the sources of all our world's current problems, making



it unsustainable. Who are the Mad Titans of our world? Was Thanos right? Maybe we

should have listened to him instead?

AP News

Former President Trump is the real-life Claudius for many reasons. For example, he

completely disregarded global warming for not seeing it as scientific, leading to a

catastrophic increase in temperature. When George Floyd was killed by police officers,

prompting African Americans to initiate the Black Lives Matter Movement, Trump

declared that it was a “symbol of hate” and was against it. He even called Black Lives

Matter protesters “thugs'' and “terrorists.” Finally, when he was losing in the election

against Joe Biden, he called for an attack on the Capitol, causing disruption and mass

injuries. Also, being the narcissist that he is, he claimed that the election was rigged.  If

Trump wasn’t such a Mad Titan focused on personal gain, safety, and reputation, we

wouldn’t be in such political and social turmoil.

What can we learn from President Trump’s actions, and how would we reverse them?

Maybe the answer is in Avengers Endgame.



ScreenGeek

Half of the world was removed when Thanos acquired all of the Infinity Stones and

snapped his fingers. The rest of the population could not thrive without their loved ones.

Iron Man, AKA Tony Stark, had to abandon his family for the sake of the world. At first,

he didn’t want to take the risk due to his family when Captain America, Black Widow,

and Ant-Man figured out a possible way to use the Quantum Realm to retrieve the

stones and snap half of the world back into existence. However, he eventually put aside

personal gain, greed, and safety to help the Avengers reverse Thanos’s action.

By taking one step back to reflect on our behaviors and choices, there wouldn’t be as

much destruction and chaos in the world. These unnecessary consequences could be

fixed if people had the all-I-care-about-is-us generosity.
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